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1. Introduction

Emerging NVM is becoming the promising replace-

ment for block storages by providing throughput and

latency comparable to DRAM and byte-addressability.

With NVM, the storage hierarchy collapses and new file

systems (i.e., NVMFS) are motivated for better perfor-

mance. However, accesses to NVM are usually cached by

CPU and cannot be fully controlled by software. There-

fore, existing NVMFS, which use write-ahead journal-

ing or copy-on-write, need to synchronously flush cache

to guarantee crash consistency. These synchronous cache

flushes enlarge the latency of file system operations, es-

pecially on NVM that has longer write latency.

Soft updates is an intriguing idea that updates meta-

data asynchronously and promises metadata update la-

tency and throughput close to memory-only file sys-

tems [6, 7, 9, 10]. It delays on-disk metadata updates by

storing them in page cache, tracks per-pointer dependen-

cies among updates in memory, and enforces such depen-

dencies during write back to the disk. As a result, the page

cache contains the latest metadata and the on-disk meta-

data is always kept consistent. We call this dual views,

the latest view and the consistent view, which allows

fast asynchronous metadata updates and avoids recovery

after crashes. However, soft updates is also known for

its high complexity, especially the complex dependency

tracking as well as enforcement (like roll-back/forward

to resolve cyclic dependencies, which also lead to double

writes) [1, 2, 5, 8]. Moreover, original soft updates does

not work on NVM since its disk-oriented design relies on

the block-level atomic writes, which are not supported by

NVM.

In this paper, we evolve soft updates for NVM and

show that soft updates can be made simple and fast by

taking advantage of the byte-addressability and low la-

tency offered by NVM. With these features, page cache

and disk schedulers are excluded from the storage hi-

erarchy, so that dependency tracking and enforcement

can be simplified by involving semantics and hash tables

can be used to organize directories. With optimizations

for cache lines, fine-grained updates in hash tables and

other structures eliminate cyclic dependencies and com-

plex roll-back/forward, and decouple soft updates from

the requirements for block-level atomic writes.

However, there is still a major challenge that impedes

the application of soft updates to NVM. Page cache,

which is necessary in soft updates for asynchronous

metadata updates and avoidance of recovery, is usu-

ally removed in NVMFS for performance. Accordingly,

file systems updates are directly written to CPU cache,

which, unlike page cache, is hardware-managed such that

file systems cannot control the eviction of cache lines. We

thus evolve the dual views in soft updates for NVM and

propose pointer-based dual views. Like dual views, the

pointer-based dual views present latest metadata in the

latest view and consistent metadata in the consistent view.

Updates are firstly written to the latest view without car-

ing about persistence and later persisted to the consistent

view in background. Unlike dual views, the pointer-based

dual views, do not rely on page cache. Data structures are

shared by both views for memory efficiency and distin-

guished by following different pointers.

We have implemented SoupFS [3] as a NVM-based

file system in Linux. Evaluations show that SoupFS

achieves up to 80% latency reduction for metadata-

related file system syscalls and improves throughput by

up to 75% and 50% for Filebench and Postmark.

2. Design

Pointer-based Dual Views
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Figure 1: SoupFS Overview

To embrace high performance and byte-addressability

of NVM, we design SoupFS, a soft updates imple-

mentation that is simple and fast on NVM, with hash-

table-based directories, pointer-based dual views, and

semantic-aware dependency tracking and enforcement.

As shown in Figure 1, SoupFS uses a hash table to or-

ganize dentries in a directory for better performance and

simpler metadata dependencies. The hash table is opti-



mized for cache lines to eliminate false sharing and com-

plex roll-back/forward.

Without page cache, SoupFS proposes pointer-based

dual views to support asynchronous metadata updates and

avoid recovery. To present the latest view in SoupFS, we

reuse VFS inodes to store the latest inode information

and allocate latest buckets for each directory on demand.

The latest buckets are volatile list headers, each of which

leads to a list of dentries to be seen in the latest view.

To get the first dentry in a hash bucket, the pointer in the

latest buckets takes higher priority and is used if not null.

Otherwise, the pointer in the corresponding NVM hash

table buckets is used. We share dentries in both views.

And similarly, to traverse the dentry list in the latest view,

the last next pointer is followed if it is not null; otherwise

the consistent next is used. For the consistent view, only

the inodes on NVM, the hash table buckets on NVM,

and the consistent next pointers in dentries are used since

other structures are volatile and might be inconsistent

after crashes.

As a result, file system syscalls directly operate on the

latest view without caring about cache flushes and persis-

tence. And at the end of each metadata-related syscall,

dependency nodes need to be constructed and inserted

into the dependency list of the directory inodes. These

dependency nodes act as dependency tracking structures

and each contains semantic information to describe the

metadata operation, such as the operation type and the

inserted/removed dentry. Persisters, which run in back-

ground, will periodically traverse dirty inode list and take

these dependency nodes. For each of these dependency

nodes, the persister identifies the operation type, move

the effect of the operation from the latest view to the

consistent view according to the recorded information,

and enforce persistence by flushing cache lines. A fsync

syscall will process the dependency nodes of the given

inode in the same way as the persister.

In this way, metadata operations are updated in the lat-

est view without synchronous cache flushes and persisted

by the persisters in background with respect to the crash

consistency so no recovery is necessary after crashes.

3. Evaluation

We conduct evaluations on a dual-socket Intel Xeon E5

server equipped with NVDIMM, which has the same

access latency as DRAM. We compare SoupFS against

EXT4, EXT4-DAX, PMFS [4] and NOVA [11]. Figure 2

shows the latency of file system syscalls. SoupFS reduces

latency by 30% to 80% compared with NOVA and by

74% to 94% compared with PMFS. By inserting delays

after each clflush instruction, we emulate longer write

latency of other NVM and show the result in Figure 3. For

unlink, the latency of SoupFS remains unchanged, while

the latency of NOVA and PMFS increases from 6us to

18us.

Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the throughput evalu-

ated using Postmark and Filebench-varmail workload.

SoupFS outperforms other file systems by about 50% for

Postmark and outperforms NOVA by up to 75% due to

fast metadata operations in Filebench.
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Figure 2: Syscall Latency
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Figure 5: Filebench-varmail

4. Conclusions

This paper presents SoupFS, a NVMFS derived from

soft updates. SoupFS is made simple by leveraging byte-

addressability to simplify dependency tracking and en-

forcement. SoupFS is made fast through delaying most

synchronous flushes from the critical path. Evaluations

show that SoupFS outperforms state-of-the-art NVMFS.
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